
Dear Learning Prep parents and guardians,

The Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE) has recently offered a new testing option to

schools that LPS will take advantage of. At a recent webinar discussing this option, DESE shared the following

information, and I quote these bullets directly from DESE.

● Last fall, we initiated Test and Stay to keep close contacts in school using repeated daily testing.

● Four and a half months later, with hundreds of thousands of results from across the state, more than

98% of those tests have been negative. We know it is overwhelmingly safe to keep students where they

thrive – in school.

● It’s also helpful to look at nationwide data related to Test and Stay to examine the extent to which

secondary transmission (i.e., transmission to close contacts) is occurring in schools.

● The evidence from California and Illinois cited by the CDC in their Test to Stay guidance noted

secondary transmission rates of only 0.7-1.5%.

● Test positivity rates in Test and Stay indicate that individuals identified as close contacts in school

are very unlikely to contract or spread COVID-19.

Because of the overwhelming data on the general lack of transmission in schools, DESE is permitting schools who

were doing Test and Stay with Contact Tracing to move to a new option. Therefore, starting the week of

February 7, LPS will stop Test and Stay with Contract Tracing and will instead provide weekly rapid tests to

every staff and student to take home and test individually. This will dramatically increase the amount of

testing at our school. We will be testing our entire community once a week.

Participation in this new program is not mandatory, but we strongly encourage everyone to OPT IN to this weekly,

free testing option. Please note: the only way to participate in this weekly, at home test is to officially OPT

IN.

Additional details:

● We will continue to test anyone on campus who becomes symptomatic while at school.

● All other Covid-related safety measures remain in place.

● To participate, families and guardians will fill out the OPT IN form by this Thursday, January 27

● We will hand out tests on every other Thursday to those who OPT IN. (Each pack has 2 tests.)

● Tests should be administered at home each Sunday before 4:00pm.

● Any positive results should be reported immediately to Gretchen Petersen via email

(gpetersen@learningprep.org)

This attached document contains important information with all the details on how this testing program will

work, including how to test and how to opt-in to the program.

Thank you in advance for your support. Please be in touch with Gretchen Petersen with questions.

Sincerely,

Gretchen Petersen, Chief Operating Officer

gpetersen@learningprep.org

https://learningprep.schooladminonline.com/file_resource/5775ee2e-7d4f-11ec-81f5-02d5c4214917

